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CHANGES AND ADDITIONS IN VERSION 2.2

The following summarises the changes and additions in Version 2.2 as compared with Version 2.1.

Chapter Change or Addition

Text Handling Mouse Events:  Added inProxyIcon part code.

In the Drag Bar, Grow Box, Zoom Box, Go Away Box, Collapse Box, or
Window Proxy Icon:  Re-written to include reference to new functions
introduced by the Mac OS 8.5 Window Manager relating to mouse-down
events in the drag bar, grow box, and zoom box.

2 Low Level and
Operating
System Events

Demo No change.

Text Instances of "appearance-compliant" changed to "theme-compliant" to
accord with current Apple usage.

3 Menus

Demo Instances of "appearance-compliant" changed to "theme-compliant" to
accord with current Apple usage.

4 Windows Text Name of demonstration program changed from Windows to Windows1.

Demo Name of demonstration program changed from Windows to Windows1.

Text New chapter describing the new Window Manager features introduced
with Mac OS 8.5.

4B More on
Windows — Mac
OS 8.5 Window
Manager

Demo New demonstration program (Windows2) demonstrating the new Window
Manager features introduced with Mac OS 8.5.  (See also Chapter 16B,
below.)

Text Introduction re-written to accord with information contained in the latest
Apple documentation on the Appearance Manager.  Clarifies the post-Mac
OS 8.5 meanings of the terms "theme" and "appearance".

To reflect the latest Apple terminology, the term "theme-compliant" is now
used instead of the now defunct term "appearance-compliant".

Making a New Application Theme-Compliant:  Re-written and expanded.

Appearance Manager Apple Events:  Re-written and expanded.

Memory Requirements:  New section.

6 Appearance
Manager

Demo The global variable gAppearance110present is now set to true if
Appearance Manager version 1.1 or later is present.

Text All instances of "appearance Apple events" changed to "Appearance
Manager Apple events" to accord with current Apple usage.

Constants and functions relating to accessing theme font information added
to Constants, Data Types, and Functions section.

10 Apple Events

Demo The functions which handle Appearance Manager Apple events (system
and views font changes) now include code to access theme font information
and draw the name of the font (and, in the case of the views font, the size of
the font) in the window.

Text Instances of "appearance-compliant" changed to "theme-compliant" to
accord with current Apple usage.

13 Offscreen
Graphics Worlds,
Pictures, Cursors,
and Icons

Demo No change.

Text No change.16B More on Files —
Navigation
Services

Demo Consequential to the introduction of the new Chapter 4B (More on
Windows — Mac OS 8.5 Window Manager) code has been added to
demonstrate window proxy icons, window path pop-up menus, and file
synchronisation functions.
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Text Title extended from "Floating Windows" consequential to the introduction
of system support for floating windows with Mac OS 8.5 and the fact that
this support is usable only under Mac OS 8.6 and later.

21 Floating
Windows — Mac
OS 8.5 and
Earlier Demo The second instance of the line:

        DisposeRgn(windowContentRegionHdl);
in the function FW_DragWindow in the source code file FloatingWindows.c
is unnecessary and, in fact, will probably cause a crash if the first instance
executes.  This line has been removed.  (Thanks to Simon Whiteside of
Sibelius Software for picking this up.)

CHANGES AND ADDITIONS IN VERSION 2.1

The following summarises the changes and additions in Version 2.1 as compared with Version 2.0.

Chapter Change or Addition

Text Managers:  Minor change to figure depicting Toolbox managers.1 System Software,
Memory, and
Resources

Demo No change.

2 Low Level and
Operating
System Events

Text Responding To Events in Modal and Movable Modal Dialog Boxes:  Now
states that a maximum of 48 events (Mac OS 8.5 and later) or 20 events
(versions of the Mac OS earlier than 8.5) can be pending in the Operating
System event queue.

Handling Mouse Events:  Third sub-para (relating to desk accessories)
deleted.

Handling Mouse-Moved Events:  Reference is now made to new
Appearance functions for setting cursor shape.

Demo doOSEvent: Now calls SetCursor on a resume event to ensure that the
cursor is set to the arrow shape.

3 Menus Text First Historical Note:  Notes that, as of Mac OS  8.5, all of the Appearance-
compliant control definition functions are in the System file.

Menu Items:  Changed to indicate that the previous enabling/disabling
limit of 31 menu items does not apply in Mac OS 8.5.

Fig 4:  Corrected.

Enabling and Disabling Menu Items:  New functions for enabling and
disabling menu items introduced.

Other Appearance Changes:  New functions for excluding the menu
marking character column and setting the font of a menu introduced.

Adding Items to a Menu:  Section re-structured to accommodate new
functions for appending and inserting menu items.

Hiding and Showing the Menu Bar:  New section introducing the new
functions for hiding and showing the menu bar.

Text and figures relating to creating resources for Help balloons moved to a
separate Help balloons section.

Demo2 Checks for the presence of Mac OS 8.5 or later.

SetMenuExcludesMarkColumn is used to remove the marking character
column from the Special menu.

SetMenuFont is used to set the font for the items in the Special menu.

Still demonstrates a menu width calculation anomaly when Appearance
Manager 1.0.3 or earlier is being used.  However, this anomaly is not
evident when the demo is run under Mac OS 8.5 (Appearance Manager 1.1).

Source code revised in the vicinity of the GetMenuItemCommand call in
doMenuChoice function.

4 Windows Text Text and figures relating to creating resources for Help balloons moved to a
separate Help balloons section.

Demo Numbers of calls to MoreMasters increased from two to four in the function
doInitManagers.
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6 The Appearance
Manager

Text Introduction and other sections re-written to reflect the changed meaning of
the terms "appearance" and "theme" consequential to the release of Mac OS
8.5.

New section on Appearance Manager versions.

Example source code for checking for the presence of the Appearance
Manager updated.

Drawing Appearance Primitives:  New functions DrawThemeTabPane and
DrawThemeTab introduced.

Appearance-Compliant Brush Type Constants:  Spellings changed to
revised spellings in Universal Headers 3.2.

Appearance-Compliant Text Colour Constants:  Spellings changed to
revised spellings in Universal Headers 3.2.

New sections to introduce the new functions for saving and setting the
colour graphics port drawing state and setting Appearance-compliant
cursors.

Section on window metrics considerations removed.

Demo main:  Block which checks for the presence of the Appearance Manager
updated.

doInitManagers:  In this and all subsequent demos, the call to
RegisterAppearanceClient has been moved to here from main.

Function doMoveWindowForThemes removed.

7 Introduction to
Controls

Text Available Appearance-Compliant Standard Controls:  New auto-toggling
variants for radio button and checkbox , new inline input variant for edit
text control, new all-icons variants for Icon control, and new Scrolling text
box control and its variants introduced.

Checkboxes:  Re-written to accommodate new auto-toggling variants.

Radio Buttons:  Re-written to accommodate new auto-toggling variants.

Scroll Bars:  New section on proportional scroll bars and associated new
functions.

Getting and Setting Control Data: New data tag constants for push buttons
and pop-up menu buttons introduced.

Control Font Style Flag Constants:  New constant introduced.

Determining and Changing Control Settings:  New functions for getting
and setting 32-bit control values introduced.

Demo 2 Code added to cause scroll boxes to be proportional.

ActionFunctionLive:  Fixed a scrolling bug evident when scrolling right
using the gray areas.

8 Dialogs and
Alerts

Text Responding To Events in Modal and Movable Modal Dialog Boxes:  New
section on specifying the events to be received by ModalDialog, and on
simulating item selection in a dialog after a timeout period, using new
Dialog Manager functions.

Demo main:  New block added to open a small dialog at startup and demonstrate
the new function for simulating item selection in a dialog after a specified
timeout period.

The workaround for compensating for  a background colour problem in the
pre-Mac OS 8.5 edit text control CDEF has been deleted, and a note on this
problem added to the Demonstration Program Comments section of the
text.

9 Finder Interface Text Section on the new 'icns' resource added.

10 Apple Events Text Chapter re-titled from "Required Apple Events" because it now addresses
the appearance Apple events as well as the required Apple events.

Apple Events:  Re-written to include the three new appearance events.

Event ID:  The three new appearance Apple event IDs added.

Demo Checks if Mac OS 8.5 or later is present.

Code added to detect, and indicate to the user, the receipt of the four
appearance Apple events.
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12 Drawing With
QuickDraw

Text Section on saving and restoring the colour graphics port drawing state
rewritten to introduce new functions for getting, setting, normalising and
disposing of the graphics port drawing state.

Demo Checks if Mac OS 8.5 or later is present.

Functions for saving and restoring the colour graphics port drawing state
rewritten to accommodate new getting, setting, normalising and disposing
functions.

Text Cursors:  Rewritten to introduce new functions, and associated constants,
for setting and animating Appearance-compliant cursors.

Icons:  New 'icns' resource introduced.

13 Offscreen
Graphics Worlds,
Pictures, Cursors,
and Icons

Demo Checks if Mac OS 8.5 or later is present.

doEvents:  On a resume event, if Mac OS 8.5 or later is present, the new
function for setting Appearance-compliant cursors is used to set the cursor
to the arrow shape.

doMenuChoice:  If Mac OS 8.5 or later is present, the new function for
setting Appearance-compliant cursors is used to set the cursor to arrow
shape.

DoAnimCursor and doIncrementAnimCursor:  Rewritten to demonstrate
the new function for animating Appearance-compliant cursors.

14 More on Controls Text Bevel Buttons:  New control data tag constant introduced.  Also, correction
made to data type retuned/set by kControlBevelButtonMenuHandleTag.

Edit Text:  New variant for inline input introduced.   New control data tag
constants for locking/unlocking the control and for setting/getting a UPP to
an edit text validation function introduced.

Clock:  New control part code constants introduced.

Icon:  New all-icon-types variants introduced.  New control data tag
constants for getting/setting icon resource ID, and for getting/setting the
type of content introduced.

Static Text:  New control data tag constant for getting/setting how text is
truncated introduced.

New section on the new Scrolling Text Box control.

New section on defining an edit text validation function.

Demo Checks if Mac OS 8.5 or later is present.

doTabEditClock:  Call to SetControlData to attach an edit text validation
function to the first edit text control added.

New callback function (editTextValidator) included.

New source code file TextBox.c added.  When the About Controls3… item
in the Apple menu is chosen, a movable modal dialog box opens.  The
dialog box contains a standard and an auto-scrolling edit text control.

16 Files Text No change.

Demo doQuitAppEvent:  Call to eventLoop replaced by return.

Text Application-Defined Event Handling:  Type returned by
myEventFunction corrected.

16B More on Files —
Navigation
Services Demo doQuitAppEvent:  Call to eventLoop replaced by return.

navEventFunction:  Three instances of eventData.event changed to
eventData.eventDataParms.event to accommodate changes in Universal
Headers Version 3.2.

18 Scrap Text No change.

Demo doOSEvent:  Call to HideWindow changed to ShowHide to prevent the first
document window activating when the Clipboard window is in front and
the application is switched out.
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19 Text and TexEdit Text Minor typo corrections to the example functions doSizeMenu,
doSaveAsTextEdit and doOpenAsTextEdit.

Demo 1 Checks if Mac OS 8.5 or later is present.

doAdjustScrollBar:  Code added to make scroll boxes proportional.

doGetText:  Code added to make scroll boxes proportional.

Demo 2 doDrawWindow:  EraseRect call added to erase the "last record entered"
rectangle at the bottom of the window.

Workaround for the background colour corruption problem in edit text
controls in the pre-Mac OS 8.5 version of the CDEF removed from source
code and a note on this problem added to the Demonstration Comments
section of the text.

Text No change.20 Lists and Custom
List Definition
Functions

Demo doUpdate:  EraseRect call added to erase the "Selections" rectangle at the
bottom of the window.

Workaround for the keyboard focus frame problem in the pre-Mac OS 8.5
version of the List control CDEF removed and a note on this problem added
to the Demonstration Comments section of the text.

Text No change21 Floating
Windows Demo Due to the inadvertent omission of a block of code from the Version 2.0

demo, UPPs were not really being created for the window activation
handlers.  Since UPPs are, in the event, not really required, the code has
reverted to the use of ordinary function pointers.

General Call to RegisterAppearanceClient moved from main to doInitManagers.

Spellings of the Appearance Manager brush and text colour constants changed to the
new spellings in Version 3.2 of the Universal Headers.

Where appropriate, additional calls to SetPort have been added immediately before
calls to GlobalToLocal and LocalToGlobal, just to drive home the point.
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PREFACE
Macintosh C: A Hobbyist's Guide to Programming the Mac OS in C 

This book relies heavily on information contained in the principal volumes of the Addison-Wesley
publication Inside Macintosh.  Some demonstration programs include the author's translations into C of
Pascal code examples in that publication.  In addition, parts of Chapters 21 and 22 rely on information
contained in Issues No 11, 15, and 17 of develop (The Apple Technical Journal).  Apple Computer, Inc,
which holds the copyright to those publications, has kindly consented to the author distributing
Macintosh C on the Internet as a free publication.

Purpose and Evolution of Macintosh C

Macintosh C represents my attempt to provide a reasonably comprehensive entry point to Macintosh
programming for the beginning hobbyist.

Version 1.0 of Macintosh C was published on the Internet in early 1996, and Version 1.1 followed in
early 1997.  As Version 1.1 was being developed, Koryn Grant (a New Zealander then at the University
of Kent in Canterbury, England) completed a translation of that version to the Pascal language.  The
result was Version 1.1 of Macintosh C's sister publication Macintosh Pascal.

A few months after the release of Mac OS 8.0, Koryn and I decided that we should do a further upgrade
to accommodate the new features and changes ushered in by Mac OS 8.0 and, more particularly, an
important new component of the system software known as the Appearance Manager.  After some
discussion, we concluded that producing a new version that addressed Mac OS 8.0 and the Appearance
Manager while continuing to look backward to System 7 minus the Appearance Manager would not be
a good idea.1   Our reasoning was that the cumbersome mishmash of alternative text, screen-shots,
source code, source code files, resource files, etc., that would have resulted from any attempt to address
both worlds in the one book would have rapidly exhausted the patience of the reader — not to mention
the sanity of the writer!  Our guess was that the majority of hobbyists would be quite happy to learn to
program exclusively for Mac OS 8 (or System 7 plus the Appearance Manager), would not need their
programs to be backward-compatible to System 7 minus the Appearance Manager, and thus would not
want to have their attention continually diverted to older and (to them) irrelevant ways and means.

                                                
1 Most, though not all, of the new features introduced by Mac OS 8.0 were provided by the Appearance Manager, the earlier versions of
which were delivered as an extension.  Appearance Version 1.0 shipped with, and supported, Mac OS 8.0 only.  However, as of Version 1.0.1,
the extension works with System 7.1 through Mac OS 8.1 on Macintoshes and Power Macintoshes.  As of Mac OS 8.5, the Appearance
Manager was included in the System file.  This was Version 1.1.  Mac OS 8.0 and 8.1 run only on Power Macintoshes (PowerPC processors)
and Macintoshes with Motoroloa 68040 processors.  Mac OS 8.5 runs only on Power Macintoshes.
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Version 2.0 was intended for that particular audience.  Version 2.1 brought that version up-to-date with
Mac OS 8.5 less the Mac OS 8.5 Window Manager2.  Version 2.2 brings Version 2.1 up-to-date with Mac
OS 8.6, including the Mac OS 8.5 Window Manager.

For those who, for one reason or another, need to stay exclusively in the System 7 minus Appearance
Manager world, or who need to write programs that are backwards-compatible with the old ways and
means, Version 1.2 (Frozen) remains available.  Version 1.2 (Frozen) is essentially Version 1.1 with the
demonstration program files updated for Metrowerks CodeWarrior Pro 3 and the latest Universal
Headers.

The First Task — Learn the C Language

The main assumption made by Macintosh C is that you have already learned the C language.
Accordingly, if you do not already know C, learning that language will be your first task.

Since the computer in question is a Macintosh, and since the development system assumed by
Macintosh C is Metrowerks CodeWarrior, there is probably no better way to for you to learn C than to
work through the book Learn C on the Macintosh by Dave Mark.  This book, together with its
associated example programs, is included with the CodeWarrior package.

As you are learning C, do not spend too much time on the subject of console input/output, since this
has limited application in the world of the graphical user interface.  In addition, you can afford to gloss
over file input/output at this stage, since Macintosh C examples utilise Macintosh system software
routines, rather than C standard library routines, to effect file input/output.  (Indeed, it is entirely
possible that you will never need to use the C standard library routines.)

The Macintosh C Phase

When you have learned the C language, you are ready to open Macintosh C.  As you move through
this second phase of the journey, you will quickly discover that learning C was by far the easiest part!

Essentially, Macintosh C covers all of the territory which, in my judgement, needs to be covered before
you write your first serious application.  This includes, for example, how to create and manage all
elements of the user interface (menus, windows, controls, dialogs, alerts, lists, etc.), how to ensure that
your application observes the house rules of the Macintosh graphical user interface and cooperative
multitasking environment, how to perform file input/output, how to print files, how to draw text and
graphics, and so on.

Considerable thought has been given to the sequence in which each topic is introduced, the content of
most chapters relying to some extent on a full understanding of what has gone before.  Accordingly,
you should note that Macintosh C is not intended to be a randomly-accessed reference work; rather, is
should be regarded as more in the nature of a course of study in which each chapter should be worked
through in sequence3.

General Structure of Macintosh C

The general structure of most chapters of Macintosh C is the same: first comes the information, then a
list of constants, data types and functions relevant to the subject of that chapter, then the source code
listing of one or more demonstration programs related to the subject of that chapter, and, finally, line-
by-line comments which explain the workings of the source code.

The book itself is supported by the CodeWarrior project and source code files, and Resorcerer resource
files, for all demonstration programs.

                                                
2  Shortly after the release of Mac OS 8.5, Apple advised of certain bugs in that part of Window Manager 2 concerned with floating windows
support  and recommended that the associated Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) not be used until the bugs were eliminated.  The
bugs were eliminated in Mac OS 8.6.
3  The one exception to this general rule is Chapter 4B — More on Windows — Mac OS 8.5 Window Manager.  You might like to skip this
chapter and return to it only after you have acquired a basic understanding of files and saving resources (Chapters 16 and 17) and TextEdit
(Chapter 19).
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What You Will Need

Development System

Apart from Macintosh C you will, of course, require a development system.  Macintosh C assumes that
that system will be Metrowerks CodeWarrior.

The Metrowerks product Discover Programming For Macintosh includes a C/C++ compiler that
produces code that will run on 680x0-based Macintoshes and (in emulation) on the PowerPC-based
Power Macintosh.  Since all Macintosh C demonstration programs are capable of being compiled as
either 680x0 or PowerPC code, and since the project files are "multi-target" (PowerPC and 680x0), the
Discover Programming For Macintosh package will be quite adequate for your purposes.

The significantly more expensive Metrowerks product CodeWarrior Pro4, adds, amongst other things,
a compiler capable of producing code which will run native on PowerPC-based Macintoshes.

On-Line Reference

An on-line reference enables you to quickly and easily access information relating to the system
software, and is thus quite indispensable.  You can choose between THINK Reference
(http://www.xplain.com/thinkreference/) and Apple's CD-ROM-based Macintosh Programming Toolbox
Assistant (http://www.devdepot.com/descpage.html/PCODE=STBASST).

THINK Reference is somewhat out-of-date but still quite useful.  If you decide on THINK Reference, be
aware that the spelling of many of the constants and function names listed therein is now quite out-of-
date, and that many new constants, data types and functions have been introduced since the last
version of THINK Reference was published.  The most up-to-date references in these matters are the
Universal Header files produced by Apple and included in the Metrowerks CodeWarrior packages.5

Resource Editor

A resource editor allows you to create resources for programs and files.  A copy of Apple's resource
editor ResEdit is included with the CodeWarrior package; however, Apple ceased developing ResEdit
some time ago, and it is simply not up to the task of creating the new resources introduced with Mac
OS 8 and the Appearance Manager.  The resource editor you will need is Resorcerer, which is
produced by Mathemæsthetics, Inc (http://www.mathemaesthetics.com/).

Other Tools

Another useful tool is ZoneRanger, a dynamic memory inspection tool that allows you to investigate
how effectively and efficiently your application uses memory.  ZoneRanger is included with the
CodeWarrior package.

You will also find a programmer’s calculator very useful for converting between decimal, hexadecimal
and binary values, the nicely-presented shareware program CalcWorks being ideal for that purpose.

Human Interface Guidelines

Useful additions to your library when you get a little further down the track would be the publications
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines and Mac OS 8 Human Interface Guidelines, both of which
are available at http://developer.apple.com/techpubs/mac/user_interface.html.

                                                
4 All Macintosh C demonstration programs were written using CodeWarrior Pro 3.  Specially-priced academic versions of CodeWarrior Pro
are available for students.  Information on Metrowerks CodeWarrior products, including system requirements, is available at
http://www.metrowerks.com/
5 The Universal Headers were introduced at the same time as the Power Macintosh.  Amongst other things, they enable you to write source
code capable of being compiled as either 680x0 code or PowerPC code — hence the term "Universal".
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Universal Headers and Libraries Version 3.2

Version 2.2 of Macintosh C assumes the use of Version 3.2 or later of the Universal Headers and
Libraries.  Version 3.2 was not included with CodeWarrior Pro 4 or earlier.  You can download Version
3.2 from http://developer.apple.com/sdk/.  In the folder titled Documentation, you will find a file titled
CodeWarrior Users – ReadMe.  To install Version 3.2 in CodeWarrior Pro 4 or earlier, simply follow the
instructions in that file.   (Note that the statement at the top of the file that “the 3.2 Universal Interfaces
come pre-integrated into CodeWarrior Pro4” is incorrect.  Version 3.2, in the event, was not included in
Pro 4.)

Special Requirements — Chapter 16B Demonstration Program

If you are running Mac OS 8.1 or earlier, the demonstration program associated with Chapter 16B
(Files2) requires that you acquire and install a shared library (Navigation) not included with Mac OS
8.1 and earlier.  Download the Navigation Services SDK (Software Development Kit) from
http://developer.apple.com/sdk/ and copy the shared library to your extensions folder.  In addition, if you
are using a 680x0 system, replace OpenTransportLib.68K in your Extensions folder with the one
supplied in the SDK.

Special Requirements — System 7 Users

If you are using System 7, you will need System 7.5.5 or later for the demonstration program associated
with Chapter 16B (Files2).  Your most important special requirement, however, is the Appearance
extension Version 1.0.3 .  Version 1.0.3 of the Appearance extension is included in the Appearance SDK
(Software Development Kit), which may be downloaded from http://developer.apple.com/sdk/.

Demonstration Programs

All of the demonstration programs may be run from within CodeWarrior with the exception of the
program that accompanies Chapter 10 — Apple Events.  By its nature, this program should be run as a
built (that is, double-clickable) application.  The demonstration programs at Chapter 16A — Files and
16B — More on Files — Navigation Services may be run within CodeWarrior, although certain aspects
of the programs can only be explored by running them as built applications.

The demonstration program that accompanies Chapter 4B — More on Windows — Mac OS 8.5
Window Manager can only be run on Power Macintoshes running Mac OS 8.5 or later.

You should read the top section of the source code comments in each chapter before running each
program.  For most programs, this explains what to do, what to expect, and what to note.

As far as is possible, each demonstration program avoids making calls to system software routines that
are only explained in a later chapter.  However, achieving that ideal has not been possible in the
demonstration programs associated with the earlier chapters.  For example, the demonstration program
associated with Chapter 1 must, of necessity, make calls to system software routines relating to
windows (the subject of Chapter 4) and drawing in a graphics port (the subject of Chapter 12).  Where
this occurs, you should simply accept, on faith, that the associated source code does as is stated in the
demonstration program comments section.  The important thing is to concentrate on that part of the
source code pertaining to the subject of the chapter with which the program is associated.

Sorry, No MacHeaders

If you already know C, you will be familiar with the concept of header files and with the lines of code
at the top of a source code file which explicitly include the header files required.  CodeWarrior relieves
the programmer of the requirement to explicitly include the most commonly used header files by
automatically including a pre-compiled header file titled MacHeaders68K (680x0 projects) or
MacHeadersPPC (PowerPC projects).

Ordinarily, these precompiled headers are summoned up by the file MacHeaders.h which, by default,
appears in the Prefix File editable text item in the Settings dialog box (Language Settings/C/C++
Language section).  MacHeaders.h has, however, been deleted as the Prefix File in all Macintosh C
CodeWarrior projects, and all required header files are explicitly included in all source code modules.
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Although the deletion of this precompiled header adds to compilation time, there is a sound reason for
this approach.  Familiarising yourself with the contents of relevant header files should be considered to
be an integral part of the process of learning to program the Mac OS in C.  Accordingly, I would
recommend that, every time you see a new header file at the top of a Macintosh C source code listing,
you open that file and peruse its contents.

Terminology

All but the latest volumes of the official Mac OS reference work (Inside Macintosh) are Pascal-oriented,
reflecting the fact that system software routines were originally designed to be called from a Pascal
program.  Because of this historically cosy relationship between Pascal and the system software, the C
programmer will often be confronted by Pascal terminology.  For example:

• The Pascal terms procedure and record are sometimes used in C-oriented programming books and
other publications in a context where the C programmer would ordinarily expect the terms
function and structure.6

• The names of many system software data structures end in Rec (for record) rather than, say, Struc
(for structure).

• The names of certain fields in many system software data structures end in Proc (for procedure)
rather than, say, Func (for function).

As a reflection of the fact that the later additions to Apple's Inside Macintosh series of publications are
C-oriented rather than Pascal-oriented, Macintosh C Version 2.1 uses C terminology exclusively.
Hence structure is used rather than record and function is used rather than procedure.

There are a few other terms (or, rather, words) in this book which, depending on your country of
residence, may seem only vaguely familiar.  Bear in mind that this book was compiled in Australia, a
civilised land where spelling conventions equate with those of the country that invented the language.
Hence the word colour is generally spelled with a u.  That said, the u has been removed where
appropriate — for example, when reference is made to a component of the system software known,
officially, as Color QuickDraw.  In this way, and at the risk of being accused of inconsistency, I seek to
offend nobody.

Future of the Mac OS

In early 1997, when Apple announced the intended introduction of a completely new operating system
codenamed Rhapsody, the days of the Mac OS appeared to be numbered.  All that has now changed.
As announced by Apple at the 1998 World Wide Developers Conference, the new light on the horizon
is now Mac OS X (pronounced "Mac OS Ten"), which is probably best described as an offspring of both
Mac OS 8 and Rhapsody.

Mac OS X, which is due in the second half of 1999, will not be just another operating-system update; it
will be, to all intents and purposes, a new operating system with "modern" operating system features
such as pre-emptive multitasking and protected memory.  That said, Mac OS X will take its look and
feel from today's Mac OS, and will provide a level of compatibility with current Macintosh applications
that Rhapsody itself could not offer.

All this is excellent news for the Macintosh programmer, including the beginners for whom this book is
intended, the reason being that the vast bulk of what you learn about programming the Mac OS today
will remain applicable in the Mac OS X era.

The Mac OS of today includes a collection of more than 8,000 system software functions (usually called
application programming interfaces (APIs)) that programmers use to do such things as create a
window or open a file.  Apple has determined that about 2000 of these APIs are incompatible with a
modern operating system like Mac OS X.  The remaining 6000 or so "clean" APIs, together with a few

                                                
6 In C, a routine which returns a value and a routine which does not return anything are both called functions.  In Pascal, a routine which
returns a value is also called a function; however, a routine which does not return anything is called a procedure.
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modifications and additions, have been isolated and codenamed Carbon.  Carbon represents the core
set of APIs that will be used to build Mac OS X applications.

The remaining good news is that Carbon applications will run on Mac OS 8 as well.  (At present, it is
expected that Mac OS X will run on G3 Power Macintoshes only.)  Because Carbon supports both the
Mac OS 8 and Mac OS X runtime environments, you will not need to produce separate versions of your
application's source code for each of these environments.

All Macintosh C demonstration programs have been analysed by Apple's Carbon-compatibility facility.
Of the APIs used in those programs, 92% are supported by Carbon, 2% are supported but will be
modified in some way, 4% are supported but not recommended, 0.3% are currently being evaluated
(and may or may not be included in Carbon), and 1.5% are not supported.  In those circumstances, I
anticipate that my future task of rendering these programs fully Carbon-compatible will involve
nothing more than a few hour's work, the upshot being that you may approach this book in the certain
knowledge that the greater part of the information contained therein will remain valid well into the
future.
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